We study the asymptotic behavior of the invariant measure, the Lyapunov exponent, and the density of states in the weak disorder limit in the case where the single-site potential distribution # is not centered and for the special energies E=cos(np/q). We also prove that in general the above quantities can be continuously extended to zero disorder as continuous functions in the disorder parameter for all energies E ~ ( -1, 1 ).
INTRODUCTION
The one-dimensional Anderson ( 
(Au)(k)=u(k+l)+u(k-1), kEY_
and { V(k)}k~ z are independent identically distributed random variables with common probability distribution/~, whose characteristic function will be denoted by h, i.e., h
(t)= ~ e-it(V)#d(v).
For a given energy E e R the eigenvalue equation associated with the operator H~ is (1.3) for all bounded measurable functions f. In addition, v;,e is always a continuous measure and hence it can be viewed simply as a measure on ~.
I,f(x) vze(dx)= f #(dv) ;; f (2(2v-E)-l) v;,E(dy)
A great deal of information about the properties of H~. in the weak disorder region could be obtained through the study of the behavior of v;.E as approaches zero (see ref. [2, 3, 4] ).
Problems with a straightforward perturbation expansion in 2 as proposed by Thouless (5) were first discovered in the case where # has mean zero by Kappus and Wegner, (6) who noticed that the leading coefficient was inadequate in the center of band /3=0 and that the differentiated density of states exhibited a discontinuity there. They called this phenomenon an anomaly. Derrida and Gardner, ~4) looking at the invariant measure, extended this result. They found that at energies E= + 89 the next-to-leading coefficient of the Thouless expansion was incorrect and they conjectured that such anomalies should indeed occur at all energies of the form E=cosOrp/q), with p< q relatively prime integers. Bovier and Klein (3) gave a very detailed analysis of these anomalies and proved Derrida and Gardner's conjecture at the level of formal perturbation theory. They also derived for the case E= cos(zcp/q) a modified perturbation expansion with finite coefficients at all orders; those differ from the naive ones only at order ~> q-2. Recently Campanino and Klein ~7) proved that the modified expansion mentioned above is actually asymptotic to all orders.
In this paper we study the weak disorder limit of v;.e for all energies E~ (--1, 1) and without the restriction that ~ has mean zero (an essential assumption in all the works mentioned above.) It turns out, for example, that if the mean is not zero, the modified asymptotic expansion for the special energies is quite different than the one Bovier and Klein derived in ref. 3 and that exhibits anomalies only at order /> q-1.
STATEMENT OF RESULTS
If # is such that its characteristic function with its first derivative go to zero at infinity, Klein and Speis (s) have shown that the invariant measure V~,E is absolutely continuous. Let (P~,E be its density. Then (1.3) can be rewritten as 
If the mean of p is not zero, we show that iAo, e (defined on an appropriate Hilbert space) is symmetric and that -A: extends to a 0, E positive self-adjoint operator with zero as a simple isolated eigenvalue.
Combining this with the bounds we obtain in Section 3, we end up with the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let # be such that its characteristic function h is infinitely many times differentiable on (0+oc) with h(i)(t)= O[(1 + t2) -~/2] for all i=O, 1, 2,... and some ~ > 0. If the first and second moments of # exist and are not equal to zero, then for every energy of the form E=cos(np/q) with 0<p<q relatively prime integers, the unique [up to normalization ~oae(x) dx= 1] solution of (2.7) forms a series which is asymptotic for E ~ 2 ~ q~,e~ K to all orders at 2 = 0.
If E = cos he, where e is irrational, the situation is quite different, since zero is now a simple eigenvalue of Do, ES imbedded in the continuum. This the question of whether the series given by the unique solution of (2.5) is indeed always asymptotic is still an open problem. We prove the following theorem. Even though K seems to provide a simple and natural framework for the description of the properties of qo).,E in the weak disorder limit, it turns out to be inadequate for the detailed technical estimates that the problem at hand calls for. We solve this problem by switching to a set of Hilbert spaces similar to the ones that were introduced by Campanino, Klein, and Speis (8-1~ for the study of the supersymmetric transfer matrix and that are related in a precise way to K. (8) We then reexpress D;~,E and S as bounded operators Bx, E and T on these Hilbert spaces, where we show that B~.,ET, 2 r has one as simple isolated eigenvalue whose eigenvector will be denoted by ~.,e. Through a more detailed analysis of the dependence of the size of the gap around the eigenvalue one on the parameter 2, we are able to obtain a bound on the norm of ~)~,E which is uniform in 2r
This, combined with a weak compactness argument, proves Theorem 2.2, which concludes Section 3.
Section4 is devoted to the study of the operator A0, E for E = cos(top/q), 0 < p < q prime integers.
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Finally, in Section 5 we combine the results from the two previous sections to prove that term by term the series associated with the solution of (2.7) is asymptotic and we discuss the anomalies of that expansion.
THE SUPERSYMMETRIC APPROACH
In this section we introduce an alternative form of S and Dze and we study them as operators defined on the Hilbert spaces mentioned in the previous section. The connection between this new approach and the one we used before will be made clear toward the end of this section.
We would like to point out that since for the benefit of the general audience we refrain from any use of superspaces and their geometry, several of our definitions might seems to be lacking any reasonable motivation. We refer the reader to the work of Klein and Speis ~8'9) for more insight into the formalism and nomenclature used here.
Definition 3.1. Let EE~ and 2P(~ 2) be the usual Schwartz space over ~2. We will denote the vector space 2P(E2)x~(N 2) by 5~
We introduce a sequence of multilinear functions q~ 5~
2) x LP2(~ 2) --+ 5~(R 2) through the equations
where n = 0, 1, 2,..., f, g ~ <.~O(~[~2), q) = (q?l, (/72) e R 2, 0(pl and c~qo2 denote the partial derivatives with respect to q~l and 4o~, and Mcp~ and M~o2 stand for operator multiplications by 401 and (P2, respectively. kemma 3.2. Let A be a compact subset of (-1, 1). 
We have qE \\f2J f2

XCA,=
Let A, B be the two self-adjoint 2 x 2 matrices such that A ~< B.
for all (f1~(,2(~2) and EEA
\f2)
forall f2 e'Op2(lIl2)andE~A
Let n be any positive integer. Then there exists positive constants and C~.. which depend only on the set A and n such that
for all
( fl) E :0P2(N 2) and f22
EeA
Proof. If E~ A, (~)) is a positive-definite matrix which satisfies
C'AI~(IE E1)<<,CAI, E~A
where CA and C~ are positive constants that depend on the set A and I stands for the 2 x 2 identity matrix. The rest of the proof now follows from relations (3.1) and a simple induction argument. | Definition 3.3. Let R+= [0, +oo) and let S(~ +) be the usual Schwartz space over ~ +. Since we can always identify any element f of ~r + ) with the function defined by
where (p2 = (p. ~o, we will be viewing 5~(~ +) as a subspace of S(~2).
Let E~(-1, 1). We introduce a sequence of norms JJN En on s through the equations (Hfl,•)2=f e q~_,((2~')(1E
where f' denotes the derivative of f on N + Let B1 and B 2 be two Banach spaces, We will be using the notation B1 ~ B2 to indicate that B~ can be continuously embedded in B 2.
Proposition 3.5. Let A be a compact subset of (-1, 1). Then:
1. H,,e ~ H~, E for all E ~ A and all n, n' = 1, 2,..., with n ~< n'.
2. Let n be any positive integer. There exist constants CA.n and Ch,, that depend only on A and n such that
and EeA. Proof. Parts 1 and 2 follow directly from Definition3.3 and Lemma 3.2 through a simple induction argument.
Part 3. In view of parts 1 and 2 it is enough to prove the result in the case E= 0; for simplicity we will consider the case n = 1. The general case can be treated in the same way; one only needs to repeat the same argument several times.
Let f ~ 5f(~2). One can easily show the following fundamental identity (see Th. 1.1.10/2 of ref.
where e = (C~x, e2) is a two-dimensional multi-index with ~x, e2 nonnegative integers, C is a positive constant, and we have used the conventions 
If(~o +h)-f(~o)[ ~<c f(~ -
Applying H61der's inequality to both integrations of the right-hand side of the inequality above, we conclude that the intersection between s and the unit ball of H3, 0 form a uniformly equicontinuous family of functions over the compact subsets of R 2. Let f~ s + ). Since Vq~ 9 ~0/2~02 = 0 for ~0 Y= 0, where V~0 is the usual gradient in N2 at the point ~0, we get from Stokes' theorem that
where Cr is a disk of radius r centered at zero. Using the H61der inequality once more, we obtain the inequality where h is the characteristic function of the distribution of the potential defined in the introduction. We will denote by B;. E the operator multiplication by fi~,e.
A straightforward computation yields the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7.
1, LetfeSP(R 2) and let c~eR; then
2. The operator Bo, E leaves 5r +) invariant and
for all fe~(R+), Definition 3.8. We introduce T (the supersymmetric matrix(7 lo)) as the operator from 5a(R +) to 5r 2) defined by
We shall denote the ordinary Fourier transform on ~(~2) by ~-. Thus (3.4) can be rewritten as
Lemma 3.9.
1. Let n be any positive integer and let f be an element of ~(~+). Then
for all k = 0, 1, 2 ..... with k ~< n and all (~o' 1 ,..., q)'n) e ~i 2n.
The operator T leaves ~(N+) invariant and
T(f) / 0 J\ if(f) ]
for all .re 2,r + ).
Let f~(N2). Then
M~o,(~-f)) OJ\~(Mqo,(f)))
for all i = 1, 2.
ProoL The derivation of Eq. 
f #(dr) i,~ .,e = Bo,~.(m-~)(f)
~< fa HBo.x(m ~)(f) #(dv)]l ],E #(dr)
for alln=0,1,2 .... and the proof of part 2 follows. I
We now state a theorem that summarizes the spectral properties of B~.eT for ).#0. 
]l(B~.,eT)k(f)l[n,e ~m ~ ekX2crlfll~,E-)~m
for all Ee(-1, 1), k=0,1 ..... and 121<20, when 2o and c are positive constants which depend only on n, E, and m. Thus, from Proposition 3.5, part 2, we get that where ~,u is the unique [up to the normalization {~,e(0)= 1] solution of (3.7).
Ir (B~,ET)k(f)I1 n,E 4 M'e c'k~2
We finish this section by giving a proof for Theorem 2.2 in the case the energy E is not of the form E = cos(top/q) with p < q prime integers. Since continuity of R~2~-+ ~,e for 2r can be proven through standard arguments developed in refs. 8-10 and 12, we will concentrate on the case 2=0.
An explicit computation shows that the function {0,e(~o2)eH,,.o, n = 0, 1, 2,..., defined by
{o,E((oZ)=exp{ 89 + i(1-E2)l/2](o2}, (pen 2
is a solution of the equation (B0,e T)(~o,u) = ~o,e (3.8)
Moreover, in view of Proposition 3.15, we conclude from Lemma 3.1 of ref.
3 that if E is not of the special form mentioned above, {o,e is the unique [-up to the normalization ~o,e(0)= 1] solution of (3.6). Let fe H3, 0 and let Ee (-1, 1). Using Taylor's theorem, we get that for all ge H3, o 
E--(Bo, ET)({).,E)--+O as 2~0 in H3, o for all
Ee (--1, 1). Now let {2k}e~ be any sequence of real numbers such that {{ak}k~ has a weak limit in g3, o as k-+ +o:). The previous statement 822/63/3-4-9
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implies that any such limit will have to satisfy (3.6). Therefore we conclude from Corollary 3.13 that ~;~,E converges weakly in H3, o to ~0,E. Thus, ~;~,e converges ~o,e strongly in H1, o and the result follows from Proposition 3.15.
THE OPERATOR Ao. E
In this section we give a precise definition of the operator Ao, e, the key ingredient of Eq. (2.6), and we study its properties on the Hilbert spaces Hn, e. We will abuse the notation by writing Ao, E instead of
In view of relations (2.6) and Proposition 3.15 it seems natural to define Ao, e, at least on a dense subspace, through the equation 
E Iqs lira ~ (Bze )q-I (f)=-im o(Bo.ET)kM,~(Bo.ET)q k (f)
where M,2 denotes the operator multiplication by qo 2. An explicit computation shows that zero is an eigenvalue of Ao. E for all E of the special form mentioned above with one of its eigenvectors being the function
~o.E((02)=exP{ 89
Theorem 3.i1 together with Proposition 3.12, however, suggests that the gap between the eigenvalue one and the rest of the spectrum of BzET is of the order 22. Thus, (4.1) cannot be used to show that 0 is an isolated simple eigenvalue of Ao, e, a crucial fact in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
On the other hand, one can easily check that if the energy E is of the form mentioned above and f~H,,+2,o,
converges in Hn, 0 and
for all n = 0, 1, 2, 3 .....
It is easy to see now that considering B0.E+~; ., 2 > 0 corresponds to the case where # has the Cauchy distribution. Moreover, a careful review of the proof of Proposition 3.12 suggests that in this case the exponent of the right-hand side of the inequality proved there is of order 2. This indicates that (4.2) should be more suitable for the study of Ao, E. Indeed, one can modify the proofs of the previous section to accommodate the case of Bo,~+,~, 2 > 0. However, we elect to present here a much simpler argument that is easily generalizable to higher-dimensional models and which is based on an explicit computation described by the following lemma.
i.emma 4.1.
where Let feY~(N+), let 2>0, and let k be a positive ProoL The derivation of relation (4.3) is a simple exercise in supersymmetric Gaussian integrals. (9) However, the proof can be done directly using arguments in principle similar to the ones used in Lemma 3.9, part 1, and it is left to the reader. |
We now state the proposition that contains the bounds for Bo, e+i; ~ T that are necessary for the study of Ao, e. for all 2 ~> 0 and E E A, where d~, d2 are two positive constants that depend for all 121 < 1, where G is a 2 x 2 square matrix whose norm is bounded in absolute value by a constant that depends on A, The result now follows from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 and a simple induction argument.
Part 2. In view of Proposition 3.5, it is enough to show the inequality for E= 0. Let {Pk}k~ be the sequence of real numbers defined only on A. Thus, we conclude that there exist constants Co, M, c > 0 such that if k,~ ~> Co, then G2,k,E+i2 <~Me-~.k~ [2,k] G2,2,E+i,I ~k,k,E+i;. <~M [2,k] = ~ [2,zc] and
for all 2 ~> 0, k = 2, 3, 4,..., and E e A. o Let f be an element of Ho, ~. Using relation (3.5), we can rewrite (4. Recalling the multi-index notation of the proof of Proposition 3.5, part 3, and using the bounds mentioned above, we conclude from the H/51der inequality and a straightforward computation that if k2 > Co,
<~ Me -c;,k (4.5) for all kl, k2, k3, k4 ~ Z + with kl + k2 + k3 + k4 = n and Ee A, where M and C are two constants that depend on n and the set A. Using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9 and relation (4. R~ E z(f) n,E <<-Re z + rain(c, lira zl) for all fe H,,,e, n = 0, 1, 2,..., where M' is a positive constant and c is the constant used in (1).
Using Proposition 4.2, part 2, we get that the power series
converges in Hn, e as long as Re z>c for some positive constant c.
Moreover, we can adjust c such that the convergence is uniform in 2, 0 < 2 < 1, and the proof of part 1 follows. 
THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE SPECIAL ENERGIES
We start this section by giving a proof for Theorem 2.1. Let E be of the special form mentioned before, let ~,E be the unique solution of (3.7) such that ~.,e(0)--1, and let n be any positive integer. We will show that the function We will use induction in n. n ---, n + 1. Let us assume that the result is true for n. Using Taylor's theorem as before, we get that for all g ~ Hz, o, 
O=(g,)oAo, Er -~(Bh, ET) q (~).,E)
